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.wg's short stories. - yola - .wg's short stories. winston graham was not a prolific writer of short stories, as the list
below confirms. in fact, in his seventy years (1934-2003) as a productive, published magazine section nebulaimg - magazine section section i: complete serials in magazines ... ray flood complete in 3 issues of 1934
argosy, second issue missing rear cover, else overall very good.....40.00 ----- the man who mastered time complete
in 5 issues of 1924 argosy all-story, 3rd issue missing rear cover, 4th issue missing spine, else overall very good
.....60.00 ----- princess of the atom complete in 6 issues of ... .wg : a bibliography. - yola - september 2000), three
to the guardian (published on 20 june 1966, 23 january 1970 and 11 august 1975), one to the independent
(published on 16 december 1988) and perhaps others as yet undiscovered. elmer rice: a bibliography - project
muse - elmer rice: a bibliography robert hogan modern drama, volume 8, number 4, winter 1965, pp. 440-443
(article) published by university of toronto press notes and references - springer - notes and references 353 29.
representations of the birkbeck student committee (s. webb, secretary), 8 january 1880. minutes of the committee
of the birkbeck literary and bulletin number ships, sailormen and their passengers such - the library holds the
two-volume listing of otago/southland assisted passengers 18721888, who arrived at port chalmers or
bluff. the lists give occupations, ages, countries of origin and the year of arrival. other composite lists are
passenger lists to otago 18691875, from the otago provincial gazettes; paying passengers to otago
187180 by p.ÃƒÂŠhenderson and co. ships; and an inventory ... robert bellem papers - pdf.oaclib bellem sold his first detective story to argosy in 1925. he began writing for spicy detective stories in 1934. he also
wrote under the pseudonyms anthony gordon, franklin charles, john grange, and john a. saxon. bellem later wrote
television screenplays. the collection consists of short stories, novels, movie scenarios, radio scripts, and
television plays written by bellem. physical location ... extract of information concerning the 1931-1934 cruise
of ... - extract of information concerning the 1931-1934 of the u.s. frigate constitution contained in bulletins #1-45
of the universal ship cancellation society cba bibliography for chinese in jamaica - cba bibliography for chinese
in jamaica author title location nlj ref uwi ref ali, alicia alison chinese indentured labourers in british guiana
1838Ã¢Â€Â•1900 ma thesis 1996 center for pacific northwest studies newspaper collection ... - center for
pacific northwest studies newspaper collection, 1853-1987 overview of the collection creator western washington
university--center for pacific northwest studies. a bibliography of richard matthews hallet - colby college colby library quarterly 453 a bibliography of richard matthews hallet by richard cary books the lady aft. boston:
small, maynard & co., 1915. also, dinosaurs in science fiction literature - page 1 of 11 dinosaurs in science
fiction literature (compiled by m.k. brett-surman) a guide to stories, novels, anthologies and pulps. (this list does
not include comics, young adult or juvenile stories.) history of science society newsletter - hssonline - volume
vi, number 4 october 1977 the newsletter of the history of science society is published in january, april, july, and
october, with supplements as necessary containing job information.
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